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We show any regular graph of infinite valence that has a two-way-infinite Hamiltonian path 
either is m-connected or can be constructed in a simple way by combining two m-connected 
graphs. We also consider directed graphs: we come close to a characterization of those digraphs 
that can be decomposed into infinitely many two-way-infinite Hamilton paths. 
0. Preliminaries from the theory of infinite graphs 
Definition [3, pp. 309-3111. A one-way-infinite Hamilton path in an infinite graph 
is a list 21i, u2, . . . of the vertices of the graph, in such a way that there is an edge 
joining q and Vi+* for each i. A two-way-infinite Hamilton path is a similar 
list . . * > v-1, 2101 Vl, v2, f * f 
Definition. An infinite graph X is m-connected if X has no finite cutset: in other 
words, if X\C is connected, for every subset C of V(X). 
Definition. An infinite graph X has infinite edge-connectivity if X\A is con- 
nected, for every finite subset A of E(X). 
Definition. For any natural number k, a graph X has no more than k ends if, for 
every finite subset C of V(X), the graph X\ C has no more than k infinite 
components. If there is some k such that X has no more than k ends, then X has 
only finitely many ends. The least such k is the number of ends of X. 
This paper considers only regular graphs of infinite valence. For such graphs, 
all components of X\C are infinite, so, for our purposes, we could say that X has 
no more than k ends if, for every finite subset C of V(X), the graph X\C has no 
more than k components. In particular, a regular graph of infinite valence with 
only one end must be m-connected. 
Remark. Any graph with a one-way-infinite Hamiltonian path has only one end; 
any graph with a two-way-infinite Hamiltonian path has no more than two ends. 
We now consider directed graphs. 
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Definition. Let X be a digraph. A subset C of V(X) is a dicufset if X\ C is not 
strongly connected. 
Deli&ion. Let X be an infinite digraph. We say that X is strongly c=connected if 
X has no finite dicutsets. 
Definition. Let X be an infinite digraph. We say that the strong arc-connectivity 
of X i.s infinite if X\A is strongly connected, for every finite subset A of E(X). 
1. Introduction 
A quite simple argument shows any regular graph of infinite valence that has a 
one-way-infinite Hamilton path must be m-connected [l, Theorem 4.31. Con- 
versely, a straightforward inductive construction shows that any m-connected 
countable graph has a one-way-infinite Hamilton path (and a two-way-infinite 
Hamilton path). In fact, such a graph can be decomposed into any desired 
combination of one-way-infinite and two-way-infinite Hamilton paths (as long as 
the total number of paths involved is infinite) [2, Theorem 4.21. The upshot is 
that, for regular graphs of infinite valence, it is entirely understood which graphs 
have a one-way-infinite Hamilton path, and which are decomposable into a 
combination of one-way-infinite and two-way-infinite Hamilton paths that in- 
cludes at least one one-way-infinite Hamilton path. What remains-the topic of 
this paper-is to decide which of these graphs have a two-way-infinite Hamilton 
path, and which are decomposable into two-way-infinite Hamilton paths. 
We show any regular graph of infinite valence that has a two-way-infinite 
Hamilton path either is m-connected or can be constructed in a simple way by 
combining two m-connected graphs (Corollary 2.2). (In fact, we classify the 
regular graphs of infinite valence having finitely many ends (Theorem 2.1).) As a 
special case, we find that any vertex-transitive graph of infinite valence and 
having a two-way-infinite Hamilton path must be m-connected (Corollary 2.4). 
We also show that any graph having a two-way-infinite Hamilton path, and 
satisfying the additional (necessary) condition that it have infinite edge- 
connectivity, must be decomposable into infinitely many two-way-infinite Hamil- 
ton paths (Corollary 2.3). 
We also consider directed graphs. Any regular digraph of infinite inner and 
outer valence that has a one-way-infinite Hamilton path must be strongly 
m-connected [l, Theorem 4.31, but a good characterization of those that have a 
two-way-infinite Hamiltonian path seems unlikely. It should be possible to 
characterize the vertex-transitive ones, but this paper succeeds only under the 
additional assumption that the strong arc-connectivity of the digraph is infinite 
(Theorem 4.3). We also come close to a characterization of those digraphs that 
can be decomposed into infinitely many two-way-infinite Hamilton paths 
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(Theorem 3.7): we show that any such digraph is strongly m-connected, or is 
obtained by combining two strongly m-connected digraphs and finitely many 
additional vertices, but we do not completely characterize which of these 
combinations are decomposable. 
2. Graphs of infinite valence with finitely many ends 
Theorem 2.1. If X is a regular graph of infinite valence with only finitely many 
ends, then X has only finitely many maximal m-connected induced subgraphs, and 
these finitely many induced subgraphs cover V(X). Furthermore, the number of 
maximal m-connected induced subgraphs of X is equal to the number of ends of X. 
Explanation. The theorem characterizes the regular graphs of infinite valence 
with only finitely many ends (modulo the classification of m-connected graphs). 
Namely, any such graph can be constructed by starting with the disjoint union of 
finitely many m-connected graphs, performing finitely many vertex-identifications, 
and adding finitely many edges to the result. 
Proof (of Theorem 2.1). Let k be the number of ends of X; let C be a finite 
subset of V(X) such that X\C has k infinite components. If some component of 
X\C had a finite cutset D, then X\(C U D) would have more components than 
X\ C-contrary to the fact that X has only k ends-so each component of X\ C 
must be m-connected. 
For each component Xi of X\C, form Xl by adding to Xi those vertices in C 
that are adjacent to infinitely many vertices of Xi. The subgraph induced by each 
Xl is w-connected, and these finitely many induced subgraphs cover V(X). Since 
two maximal m-connected induced subgraphs can have only finitely many vertices 
in common, it follows that these Xl’s are all the maximal m-connected induced 
subgraphs (and they cover V(X)). 
By the argument of the preceding paragraph, we see that the maximal 
m-connected induced subgraphs of X are in one-to-one correspondence with the 
components of X\ C. Because X\ C has k components, this means that the 
number of maximal w-connected induced subgraphs of X is equal to the number 
of ends of X. 0 
Corollary 2.2. Zf X is a countable regular graph of infinite valence, then the 
following three conditions are equivalent: 
1. X is connected and V(X) is covered by two m-connected induced subgraphs. 
2. X has a two-way-infinite Hamilton path. 
3. X is connected and has no more than two ends. 
Proof. (2+ 3) is clear, and (3 + 1) follows from the theorem. For (1+2), 
assume X is not m-connected (otherwise, Corollary 2.3 implies a much stronger 
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result). Then V(X) is covered by two maximal m-connected induced subgraphs L 
and R of X, and these two subgraphs have only finitely many (if any) vertices in 
common. Since X is connected, there must be an edge xy from L to R. Since L is 
w-connected, there is a one-way-infinite Hamilton path in L that ends at x (cf. [l, 
Theorem 4.11); since R\ L is m-connected, it has a one-way-infinite Hamilton 
path beginning at y. The edge xy can be used to join these paths into a 
two-way-infinite Hamilton path in X. 0 
Corollary 2.3. Zf X is a countable graph, then the following four conditions are 
equivalent: 
1. V(X) is covered by two non-disjoint w-connected induced subgraphs of X. 
2. X can be decomposed into infinitely many two-way-infinite Hamilton paths. 
3. X has infinite edge-connectivity, and has a two-way-infinite Hamilton path. 
4. X has infinite edge-connectivity and has no more than two ends. 
Proof. (233) and (3 34) are clear. (43 1) The theorem asserts that X is 
covered by two maximal m-connected induced subgraphs. If these subgraphs are 
disjoint, they must be joined by only finitely many edges, contradicting the 
infinite edge-connectivity of X. 
(13 2) A Hamilton decomposition of X can be constructed by a fairly 
standard diagonal argument. The only real change from the proof of [2, Theorem 
4.21 is that one must be sure to keep the two ends of each Hamilton path under 
construction on opposite sides of X (i.e. one end in one maximal m-connected 
induced subgraph, and the other end in the other). El 
Corollary 2.4. Every connected vertex-transitive graph of infinite valence with 
only finitely many ends is m-connected. In particular, every vertex-transitive graph 
of infinite valence that has a one-way-infinite or a two-way-infinite Hamilton path 
is m-connected. 
Proof. Let X be such a graph. Let A be the set of those edges of X not contained 
in any of the finitely-many maximal m-connected induced subgraphs of X; then 
(1) A must be invariant under the automorphism group of X and (2) A must be 
finite (for, otherwise, some of the edges of A could be used either to add a vertex 
to one of the maximal w-connected induced subgraphs, or to join two of the 
maximal m-connected induced subgraphs into a single, larger w-connected 
subgraph). Because X is vertex-transitive, every edge of X has an infinite orbit 
under the automorphism group, so we conclude from (1) and (2) that A = 0. 
Therefore, every edge of X belongs to an a-connected subgraph of X. 
The theorem asserts that X has only finitely many maximal m-connected 
induced subgraphs. Because two such subgraphs can have only finitely many 
vertices in common, it follows that some vertex of X is contained in only one such 
subgraph. Because X is vertex-transitive, then this must be true of every vertex of 
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X. Therefore, no maximal m-connected subgraphs of X have any vertices in 
common. 
We know that every edge of X belongs to an m-connected subgraph of X, and 
that no two maximal m-connected subgraphs of X have any vertices in common. It 
follows that no edge of X joins two different maximal w-connected subgraphs of 
X. Because X is connected, and because the maximal w-connected subgraph 
cover V(X), this implies that X has only one maximal m-connected subgraph, and 
this m-connected subgraph coincides with X. 0 
Remark. The assumption that X has only finitely many ends cannot be omitted 
from the hypotheses of Corollary 2.4, even if we assume the edge-connectivity of 
X is infinite. This is illustrated by the line graph of a regular tree of infinite 
valence. 
3. Hamilton-decomposable digraphs of infinite valence 
The main result of this section is the near-characterization of digraphs that can 
be decomposed into infinitely many two-way-infinite Hamilton paths: we will 
completely describe those regular digraphs of infinite inner and outer valence 
that, upon deletion of an appropriate finite set of arcs, can be decomposed into 
infinitely many two-way-infinite Hamilton paths. 
Example 3.1. Begin with the disjoint union of two (countable) strongly w- 
connected digraphs L and R and one isolated vertex x. Create a digraph X0 by 
adding infinitely many arcs from L to x and infinitely many arcs from x to R. 
(Any digraph obtained from X0 by deleting finitely many arcs can be decomposed 
into infinitely many two-way-infinite Hamilton paths.) Create a digraph X by 
adding, to X0, a single arc LY from L to R and a single arc /3 from x to L. Then X 
can be decomposed into infinitely many two-way-infinite Hamilton paths, but any 
two-way-infinite Hamilton path in X that uses arc a must also use arc p, so X\p 
cannot be decomposed into two-way-infinite Hamilton paths. 
It is convenient to begin with a preliminary result on a somewhat more general 
class of digraphs-class that is obviously closed under removal of finitely many 
arcs. 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose X is a digraph such that, for every finite subset A of 
E(X), there is a two-way-in$nite Hamilton path in X\A. Zf X is not strongly 
a-connected, then X has precisely two maximal strongly m-connected induced 
subdigraphs; their union contains all but finitely many of the vertices of X. 
Proof. Since X is not strongly m-connected, we may let C be a finite dicutset of 
X. Since X has a two-way-infinite Hamilton path, it is fairly obvious that X\C has 
no more than two infinite strong components. 
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Step 1. X\ C has no more than 3 ICI + 5 strong components. In particular, the 
union of the infinite srong components contains all butfinitely many of the vertices. 
There is a partial order on the set of strong components of X \ C given by: S < T 
if there is a path from S to Tin X\C; extend this (in any way you like) to a total 
order (still called < ). 
If there are only finitely many strong components in X\ C, it is obvious that 
each strong component has an immediate successor under < . If there are 
infinitely many strong components, it is a priori possible that some strong 
component does not have an immediate successor-some strong component could 
be the infimum of the strong components comprising an initial segment of a 
Hamilton path-but there cannot be more than one such strong component 
Suppose, for a contradiction, that X\ C has more than 3 ICI + 5 strong 
components. Since no more than two of these strong components are infinite (and 
by the remarks of the preceding paragraph), there must be a sequence 
s, < s, < . . . < S, of more than ICI + 1 consecutive strong components in the 
order < , such that each Sj is finite. Then C US, U . - - U S, is finite, so, by 
hypothesis, there is a two-way-infinite Hamilton path P in X, such that no arc of 
P goes from one vertex in this union to some other vertex in this union. 
For any two elements s and t of lJfcl S,, we claim that some element of C must 
occur between s and t on P. Assume without loss that s appears before t on P. By 
our assumption on P, the arc leaving s cannot go to C or to any Si, so it must go 
to some strong component greater than all S,; the arc entering t must come from 
some strong component less than all Si. To get from a greater component to a 
lesser, the Hamilton path must pass through C, so there is indeed an element of 
C between s and t on P. 
Since there are more than ICI + 1 elements in the union of the S’s, the claim of 
the preceding paragraph implies there are more than ICI elements of C on P, 
which is absurd. 
Step 2. We may assume that the subdigraph induced by any infinite strong 
component of X\ C is regular of infinite inner and outer valence. Step 1 implies 
that, no matter how many arcs we remove from X, the digraph X \ C will have no 
more than 3 ICI + 5 strong components. With C fixed, then there is a finite set of 
arcs whose removal results in the maximum possible number of strong com- 
ponents for X\C. Without loss, we may remove these arcs from X, and replace 
X by this arc-deleted subdigraph. Now that the number of strong components of 
X\C is maximized, removing finitely many arcs from a strong component of 
X \ C cannot destroy its strong connectivity; the desired conclusion follows. 
Step 3. X/C has exactly two infinite strong components L and R. We know X\C 
cannot have more than two infinite strong components, so suppose it has only 
one: call it S. Any vertex v in X\ C has infinite inner and outer valence; because 
X \S is finite (see Step l), this implies there is an arc from v to S and an arc from 
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S to V; therefore, v is in the strong component S. Hence X\C = S is strongly 
connected, contradicting the fact thal C is a dicutset. 
Step 4. The two infinite strong components, L and R, of X\C are strongly 
m-connected. Let P be a two-way-infinite Hamilton path in X. Then an initial 
segment of P must lie entirely in L, and a terminal segment must lie entirely in R 
(or vice-versa). Hence, for some finite subset F of V(L), there is a one-way- 
infinite Hamilton path in L \ F. 
By Step 2, the digraph L is regular of infinite inner and outer valence, so L\F 
is regular of infinite inner and outer valence. Because we also know there is a 
one-way-infinite Hamilton path in L\ F, it follows that L\ F is strongly CO- 
connected [l, Theorem 4.21. Since F is finite, and each vertex in F has infinite 
inner and outer valence (in L), it follows that L is also strongly m-connected, as 
desired. (The argument for R is similar). 0 
Example. Take the disjoint union of two strongly m-connected igraphs, and add 
an arc from each vertex of the first digraph to each vertex of the second. The 
resulting digraph satisfies the hypotheses of the proposition but is not strongly 
connected. 
The following consequence of Proposition 3.2 was announced, without proof, 
in [2, Theorem 4.31. 
Corollary 3.3. A vertex-transitive digraph can be decomposed into infinitely many 
two-way-infinite Hamilton paths if and only if it is strongly m-connected. 
Proof. ( 3 ) If X is not strongly m-connected, then the proposition implies X has 
two infinite maximal strongly m-connected induced subdigraphs L and R. By 
vertex-transitivity, every vertex must be in the union of L and R, and no vertex 
can be in the intersection. There must be some arc joining L and R, say from L 
to R. By vertex-transitivity, some automorphism of X must interchange L and R, 
so there must be also be an arc from R to L. 
Let C be a finite dicutset of X; we may assume there is no path from L\C to 
R\C in X\C. By vertex-transitivity, each vertex of L must have an outarc to R. 
If each has infinitely many, then there are arcs from any vertex in L\C to many 
vertices in R\C-contrary to the assumption stated in the first sentence of this 
paragraph. We conclude that, from each vertex of L, there are only finitely many 
arcs out to R; similarly, to each vertex of R, there are only finitely many arcs in 
from L. Hence, removing C removes only finitely many of the arcs from L to R; 
so, in X\ C, there are still infinitely many arcs from L\S to R \ C-again 
contradicting the assumption stated in the first sentence of this paragraph. 0 
Definition 3.4. We say that an infinite digraph X is an LR-digraph if X has the 
following structure: 
1. X is regular of infinite inner and outer valence. 
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2. There are two (almost-disjoint) infinite subsets L and R of V(X) such that 
the subdigraphs they induce are maximal strongly a-connected subdigraphs 
of X, and the union of L and R contains all but finitely many of the vertices 
of x. 
3. Either L and R have nonempty intersection, or there are infinitely many 
arcs joining L and R, or the union of L and R does not contain all the 
vertices of X. 
With this definition in hand, we can easily state the following strengthened 
version of Proposition 3.2. 
Corollary 3.5. Suppose X is a digraph such that, for every finite subset A of E(X), 
there is a two-way-infinite Hamilton path X\A. If X is not strongly m-connected, 
then X is an LR-digraph. 
Proof. Property (1) of Definition 3.4 is obvious; (2) is the conclusion of 
Proposition 3.2. It is easy to see that the edge-connectivity of the undirected 
graph underlying X must be infinite. (For example, this is part of Corollary 2.3.) 
If L and R are disjoint, and their union contains all the vertices of X, this implies 
there must be infinitely many arcs joining L and R. Cl 
To state Theorem 3.7, the main result of this section, we make the following 
(rather technical) definition. 
Definition 3.6. Let X be an LR-digraph. Partition the finite set V(X)\(L U R) 
into two sets V, and V,, by letting V, consist of the vertices that have infinitely 
many outedges to L, and letting V, consist of the vertices that have infinitely 
many outedges to R. (Note that V, and V, are disjoint). 
Let L+ and L-, respectively, consist of those vertices in L that have infinitely 
many outarcs to R and those vertices in L that have infinitely many inarcs from 
R, respectively. Similarly, let R+ and R-, respectively, consist of those vertices in 
R that have infinitely many outarcs to L and those vertices in R that have 
infinitely many inarcs from L, respectively. (Note that the insertion of any two of 
L+, L-, R+, and R- is precisely L rl R.) 
We say that X is a constrained LR-digraph if the following three statements are 
valid: 
a. If L+ and R- are finite, and there are only finitely many arcs from L\L+ to 
R\R-, then 
IV,1 s IV,1 + IL+ U R-l + 1. 
The inequality must be strict unless L+ = R- = 0 and there are only finitely 
many arcs from R\L to L\R. 
b. Statement (a) remains valid with L and R interchanged throughout. 
c. If LnR=0, and IL+UL-UR+UR-lsl, and there are only finitely 
many arcs joining L\(L+ U L-) and R\(R+ U R-), then IV,1 + IL- U R+I # 
IV,1 + IL+ U R-l. 
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Example. For the digraph X of Example 3.1, we have V, = 0, V, = {x}, and 
L+ = L- = R+ = R- = 0; check that X is a constrained LR-digraph. (Note that we 
have equality, which is permissible, in (b).) 
Theorem 3.7. A digraph X has a collection of infinitely many arc-disjoint 
two-way-infinite Hamilton paths that covers all butJinitely many of the arcs of X if 
and only if X is strongly m-connected, or X is a constrained LR-digraph. 
Proof. ( j ) We may assume, by removing finitely many arcs from X if 
necessary, that X can be decomposed into finitely many two-way-infinite 
Hamilton paths. Corollary 3.5 asserts that X is an LR-digraph; we need to show 
that X is constrained. 
We now prove 3.6(a). Suppose L+ and R- are finite, and there are only finitely 
many arcs from L \ L+ to R \ R-. Let A be the finite collection of those arcs of X 
that either (i) are in the subdigraph induced by the finite set L+ U R- U V, U V,, 
or (ii) go from L\L+ to R\R-, or (iii) go from V, to R, or (iv) go from L to V,. 
Since A is finite, there must be a two-way-infinite Hamilton path P using no arc 
contained in A. 
Claim 1. Every path from L to R in X\A must pass through L+ U R- U V,. Any 
arc from L\ L+ in X\A cannot go to R \ R- or to V,; hence, any arc from L\ L+ 
that leaves L must go to R- or to V,. 
Claim 2. Between any two elements of V, on P, there k at least one element of 
L+ U R- U V,. Suppose v and w belong to V,, and v precedes w on P. The arc on 
P that leaves v does not belong to A, so cannot go to V, U V, U R-it must go to 
L; the arc on P that enters w must come from R. So, between v and w, the path 
P goes from L to R. Hence, Claim 1 implies that P passes through L+ U R- U V, 
between v and w, as desired. 
It follows from Claim 2 that IV,1 G (L+ U R- U V,l + 1, which establishes 3.6(a) 
if strict inequality is not required; now consider the case where strict inequality is 
required. Suppose first that L+ # 0; let x E L+. Since the subdigraph induced by L 
is strongly m-connected, there must be infinitely many arcs from x to LW. Since 
X is Hamilton-decomposable and each Hamilton path in X can include only one 
of the arcs leaving x, we may assume the two-way-infinite Hamilton path P in 
XU includes some arc from x to LW. This arc returns to L, so passing through x 
has not helped P to get from L to R; examining the proof of Claim 2, we find that 
this implies the inequality of 3.6(a) must be strict, as desired. Similarly, if x E R+, 
there are infinitely many arcs from R\L to x; these are of no use in getting from 
L to R. 
Suppose now that there are infinitely many arcs from R\L to L\R; let B be this 
infinite collection of arcs. 
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Claim 3. On any two-way-infinite path Q in X, between any two elements of 
V, U B that occur in Q, there must either be an arc belonging to A or a vertex 
belonging to L+ U R- U V,. Like Claim 2, this follows from Claim 1. 
Claim 3 shows that any two-way-infinite Hamilton path Q in X can contain only 
finitely many of the arcs belonging to B. Therefore, there is a two-way-infinite 
Hamilton path Q in X\A that contains at least one arc belonging to B. Then 
Claim 3 implies IV,1 + 1 s IL+ U R- U V,l + 1, which establishes strict inequality 
in 3.6(a), as desired. 
Property 3.6(b) follows from 3.6(a) by symmetry. 
The proof of 3.6(c) is based on the fact that neither L nor R can contain both 
an initial segment and a terminal segment of a two-way-infinite Hamilton path in 
X. Consider first the case where L+ = L- = R+ = R- = 0, and there are only 
finitely many arcs joining L and R. Then there is a Hamilton path P in X in which 
each arc from L goes either to V, or back into L; each arc from R goes either to 
V, or back into R; each arc from V, goes to L; and each arc from V, goes to R. 
The only paths in P from L to R are via V,, so P passes from L to R exactly IV,1 
times; similarly, P passes from R to L exactly IV,1 times; if I V,l = IV,l, then P 
passes from L to R exactly as many times as it passes from R to L. Therefore, 
both an initial segment and a terminal segment of P are in L, or both are in 
R-impossible! 
The general case of 2.6(c) is proved similarly. For example, in the case where 
II,+] = 1, let PO be a two-way-infinite Hamilton path in which there is an arc from 
L+ to R, and in which all the other arcs satisfy the restrictions (set out in the 
preceding paragraph) for arcs of P. Then PO passes from L to R exactly I V,l + 1 
times, and passes from R to L exactly IV,1 times; hence IV.1 + 1 # IV,/, as 
desired. 
( (r- ) By removing finitely many arcs from X, we may assume the following 
hypothesis is satisfied: 
Hypothesis 3.8. Zf S and T are any of the sets L+, L-, R+, R-, V,, V,, L n R, 
L\(L+ U L-), and R\(R+ U R-) ( we allow S to equal T), and there i.s an arc from 
S to T, then there are infinitely many arcs from S to T. 
Under this assumption, we will show X can be decomposed into infinitely many 
two-way-infinite Hamilton paths. We will (i) begin by describing the construction 
of a single Hamilton path in X, then (ii) indicate how to modify this construction 
to include any given arc a. This inductive construction can be diagonalized 
(essentially as in the proof of [2, Theorem 4.11) to decompose X into 
two-way-infinite Hamilton paths. 
i. Let us construct a two-way-infinite Hamilton path in X. We start by 
constructing finitely many vertex-disjoint finite paths joining L and R; these will 
be joined into a single path that will then be extended to a two-way-infinite 
Hamilton path. For simplicity, let us assume first that IV,1 # IV,1 ; let a = 
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IV,1 - IV,] and assume, for definiteness, that a > 0. For each vertex x in V,, 
choose a path of length 2 from R to x to L; for each vertex x in V,, choose a path 
of length 2 from L to x to R. Condition 4a guarantees that IL+ U R-1 2 a - 1, so 
we can find a - 1 disjoint arcs from L to R; each of these arcs is a path of length 
one from L to R. In all, we now have IV,=1 paths Al, . . . , A, from R to L, and 
IV,1 - 1 paths Br, . . . , B,_1 from L to R; furthermore, we may assume these 
paths are pairwise vertex-disjoint. 
Since the subdigraph induced by L is strongly m-connected, we can find 
pairwise vertex-disjoint paths L1, . . . , L,_, in L, such that Li begins at the 
terminal vertex of A;, and ends at the initial vertex of Bi, and Li has no other 
intersection with any of the paths Al, . . . , A, or B,, . . . , El,_,. Similarly, there 
are paths RI, . . . , R,_l in R, such that Ri begins at the terminal vertex of B;, and 
ends at the initial vertex of Ai+l. The concatenation 
P=AIUL,UB,URIU. . . UA,_, U L,_, U B,_, U R,_, UA, 
is a path in X that begins at some vertex n in R, traverses all the vertices of 
V, U V, (and some other vertices, perhaps jumping between R and L several 
times), and eventually ends at some vertex w in L. 
Since the subdigraphs induced by L’ = (L\P) U {w} and R’ = (R\(P U L)) U 
{v} are strongly m-connected, the subdigraph induced by L’ has a one-way 
infinite Hamilton path PL, that begins at w, and the subdigraph induced by R’ has 
a one-way-infinite Hamilton path PR that ends at v (cf. [l, Theorem 4.11). The 
concatenation Px = PRs U P U PLs is a two-way-infinite Hamilton path in X. 
Now assume that IV,1 = IV,l. Condition 4c guarantees that there is an arc (a 
path of length one) joining L and R; assume this arc is from R to L. For each 
vertex x in V,, choose a path of length 2 from R to x to L; for each vertex x in 
V,, choose a path of length 2 from L to x to R. We now have IV,1 + 1 paths 
Al,. . . > A,, from R to L, and IV,1 paths B,, . . . , B,_, from L to R. Much as in 
the previous case, these can be joined into a single long path P that starts in R 
and ends in L; and P can be extended to a two-way-infinite Hamilton path in X. 
ii. We now indicate how to modify the above construction to include any given 
arc a. Unfortunately, the argument is an inelegant case-by-case analysis based on 
the location of (Y. Let x be the initial vertex of a, and let y be the terminal vertex 
of (Y. (a) If both x and y are in L\(L+ U L-) or both are in R\(R+ U R-), then (Y 
can be incorporated into the one-way-infinite Hamilton path PL, in L’ or the 
one-way-infinite Hamilton path PR in R’, respectively. Thus o becomes a part of 
Px, as desired. (b) If (Y is incident with V, U V,, we may assume, by symmetry, 
that x is in V,. Then Hypothesis 3.8 implies that y is in L, so LY occurs in a path of 
length two from R to L (via x); we may assume this path is Aj for some i, so (Y 
occurs in Px as desired. 
In Case (b), it might seem that there could be some difficulty if y happened to 
lie in L+ or in L-, because the construction of Px (as described in (i)) might 
require a number of paths of length one joining L and R, and these paths must be 
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disjoint from (Y. But, if y E L+ U L-, then Hypothesis 3.8 implies L+ or L-, as 
appropriate, is infinite, so there is no difficulty in choosing arcs joining L and R to 
be disjoint from (Y. 
The reader with sufficient patience should have little difficulty examining the 
(numerous) remaining cases: the considerations are quite routine. We will omit 
the rest of the argument, giving only a suggested list of the cases to be 
considered. 
Case (c): x is in L\(L+ U L-) and y is in R\(R’ U R-), or vice-versa. 
We may now assume Q: is incident with L+ U L- U R+ U R-, and & is not 
incident with V, U V,. By symmetry, we may assume a, is incident with L-. We 
will begin with the cases in which x is in L-. Case (d): y is in LTR. Case (e): y is 
in L\L-. Case (f): y is in R. 
We may now assume it is y that belongs to L-. Case (g): x is in L\L+. Case 
(h): x is in L+. Case (i): x is in R+\L. Case (j): x is in R\R+. 0 
4. Vertex-transitive digraphs of infinite valence with a two-way-infinite 
Hamilton path 
Unfortunately, the author does not expect there to be a good characterization 
of those regular digraphs of infinite inner and outer valence that have a 
two-way-infinite Hamilton path. It seems likely, though, that the vertex-transitive 
ones can be characterized. Theorem 4.3, the main result of this section, is a start 
toward that goal. 
Definition. Let X be an infinite digraph. A subset C of V(X) is an almost- 
dicutset if the strong arc-connectivity of X\C is finite. 
Notation. Suppose X is an infinite digraph with a two-way-infinite Hamilton path 
P; the path P extends in two directions: “left” and “right.” For convenience, we 
use L, as shorthand for the phrase “vertices arbitarily far to the left on P,” and 
R, for the phrase “vertices arbitrarily far to the right on P.” 
Remark 4.1. Suppose X is a regular digraph of infinite inner and outer valence, 
and has a two-way-infinite Hamilton path P, and suppose C is a finite 
almost-dicutset of X. Let A be a finite set of arcs of X such that X\(C U A) is not 
strongly connected. Because X\(C CJ A) is not strongly connected, but is regular 
of infinite inner and outer valence, no strong component of X\(C UA) can 
contain both L, and R,. On the other hand, only one strong component of 
X\(C U A) can contain L,, and only one strong component of X\(C U A) can 
contain R,. But any infinite strong component of X\(C U A) must contain either 
L, or R,. In particular, it follows that X(C U A) can have no more than two 
infinite strong components. 
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A digraph that has a two-way-infinite Hamilton path may not have a unique 
minimal finite almost-dicutset. (One dicutset may disconnect L,, and a disjoint 
dicutset could disconnect R,.) To get something unique, we consider almost- 
dicutsets that break up the digraph as much as is possible. 
Definition. Suppose X is a regular digraph of infinite inner and outer valence, 
and has a two-way-infinite Hamilton path P. A full almost-dicutset of X is a finite 
almost-cutset C of X with that property that, if there is a finite almost-dicutset D 
and a finite set B of arcs of X such that no strong component of X\(D U B) 
contains L, (resp., contains R,), then there is a finite set A of arcs of X such that 
no strong component of X\(C U A) contains L, (resp., contains R,). 
Proposition 4.2. Suppose X is a regular digraph of infinite inner and outer 
valence, and has a two-way-infinite Hamilton path. Zf the undirected graph that 
underlies X is m-connected, but X is not strongly m-connected, then X has a unique 
minimal full almost-dicutset. 
Proof. Suppose C and C’ are two minimal full almost-dicutsets. Remove finitely 
many arcs from X to obtain a digraph X’ such that C and C’ are dicutsets of X’ 
(not just almost-dicutsets) and such that, if there is any finite almost-dicutset D 
and any finite set B of arcs of X such that no strong component of X’\(D U B) 
contains L, (resp., contains R,), then no strong component of X’\C, and no 
strong component of X’\C’, contains L, (resp., contains R,). 
Suppose, for a contradiction, that x E C’\C. Since the undirected version of X 
is m-connected, there are arcs joining L, and R,; wolg assume there are arcs from 
L, to R,. Because X’\C is not strongly connected, but is regular of infinite inner 
and outer valence, no strong component can contain both L, and R,. Hence, 
there cannot both be arcs to L, from x and to x from R, (since there are arcs 
from L, to R,) so, by interchanging L and R and reversing the orientation of all 
the arcs in X if necessary, we may assume there are no arcs to L, from x. Then 
(after we delete a few more arcs from X), all the arcs in X’ that start at x go to 
the right-and they all go fairly far to the right. 
We claim that C’\{x} is a full almost-dicutset (which contradicts the minimality 
of C’). To see this, we will consider what effect putting x back into X\C’ will 
have on the (infinite) strong components. There are only two ways that, a priori, 
x might be able to affect the infinite strong components in X\C’; we will see that, 
in fact, x cannot have any significant effect on the strong components. 
(1) There may be arcs from L, to x. Since there are arcs from x to R,, then 
adding x to the digraph will create new paths from L, to R,. But there are 
already arcs from L, to R,, so these new paths will have no significant effect on 
the layout of the strong components of X\C’. 
(2) There may be arcs to x from R,. If so, then since there are also arcs from x 
to R,, all of R, is in a single strong component of X’\C. Since C is full, it follows 
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that all of R, is in a single strong component of X’\C’. So the new paths that x 
creates from R, to R, are essentially irrelevant. 0 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose X is a vertex-transitive digraph of infinite inner and outer 
valence that has a two-way-infinite Hamilton path. Zf the strong arc-connectivity of 
X is infinite, then X is strongly m-connected. 
Proof. Corollary 2.4 shows the undirected graph that underlies X is m-connected, 
so, if X is not strongly m-connected, the proposition asserts there is a unique 
minimal full almost-dicutset C. However, any translate of C (under the 
automorphism group of X) must also be a minimal full almost-dicutset, so C must 
be invariant under every automorphism of X. Since X is vertex-transitive (and C 
is not all of V(X)), this implies C = @-i.e. the strong arc-connectivity of X is 
finite-contrary to hypothesis. 0 
Problem 4.4. Classify the vertex-transitive digraphs of infinite inner and outer 
valence that have a two-way-infinite Hamilton path (without assuming that the 
strong arc-connectivity is infinite). 
Remark. It is not difficult to classify the vertex-transitive digraphs that have a 
two-way-infinite Hamilton path, but are not strongly connected (see [l, Theorem 
3.21 for the proof for Cayley digraphs). 
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